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1.6in.General Bill Sterling, as his friends called him, was a Texas Ranger of the old traditionhard-
riding and fearless but not a killer. Rising through the ranks, he became commander of the famed
Rangers in the 1930s, when he served as adjutant general of Texas. His own story, told with warmth
and vigor, is filled with adventures in the South Texas cattle country, the remote Ranger camps on
the Ro Grande, and the early Texas oil fields. As captain of Company D, the last horseback ranger
company, he scouted on practically all the large ranches in Texas, pursuing bandits, rustlers, and
outlaws. He participated in the conflicts, political and otherwise, that characterized early twentieth-
century Texas. Through his skill, courage, and devotion to duty, coupled with a genuinely
compassionate nature, he became a legend in the Southwest. This memoir is rich in stories that are
dry, droll, and full of puncha genuine work of southwestern Americana, Texas style. Bob Schoenkes
drawings are complemented by many rare photographs of Rangers and the land they patrolled, as
well as individuals from all walks of life with whom the General was...
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This is basically the very best publication i actually have go through until now. It really is loaded with knowledge and wisdom I realized this publication
from my i and dad encouraged this publication to discover.
-- B r ya na  K locko III--  B r ya na  K locko III

Very good e book and useful one. it was actually writtern extremely properly and useful. I found out this pdf from my i and dad recommended this
publication to discover.
-- Heloise Wieg a nd-- Heloise Wieg a nd
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